"IMPERIALISTS — GET OUT AND STAY OUT"  

Call of All-African People's Conference

From Tomoko Makimoto

The third All African People's Conference which ended here last week, besides being the most representative was also the most militant. Resolutions passed were much in line with the aims and aspirations of the people of Africa. The conference was the case of the Acosta and Timu Conference, held in 1958 and 1959 respectively. The conference opened in a fine manner with large banners stretched across the streets demanding death to the members of the United Nations Security Council. From Kabwe, Kasane and Masina.

In the wake of the conference keeping back paper pumpets of Western imperialism, there was a great amount of confidence born out of a growing belief of the ultimate triumph of freedom. The conference was the case of the Acosta and Timu Conference, held in 1958 and 1959 respectively.
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JOHANNESBURG.

WHEN WILL THE POLICE ACT? AFRICANS IN THE KINNOS DISTRICT ARE ASKING.

They have been shocked to the core by the recent drowning of a young African in a farm dam, but what ranksles most is the contempt by forces of the town to cover up the facts of the drowning, and the seemingly disregard of the tragedy by the police.

The drowning took place on the farm "Uitkyk" on Saturday afternoon, March 25. Several young Africans were asked to help pump water from the dam and were taken there in a van belonging to the local garage owner. At the dam the Africans were invited to ride round the dam on the boat.

One of those who climbed aboard was 19-year-old Aaron Ndahlo.

A witness to the scene told New Age: "We went round the dam. As we approached the starting point one of the mechanics picked up Aaron and threw him towards the water, but Aaron landed on the edge of the bank. Then this European again picked up Aaron and threw him into the water.

"Aaron was struggling and it was obvious that he could not swim. One of the other Europeans called to the man who'd thrown him in that he'd better save him. The European jumped into the water but Aaron slopped off his hand. He sunk below the water."

At least one African witness made a statement to the police describing what had happened.

SINCE THE INCIDENT NO ONE HAS YET BEEN CHARGED AND POLICE INVESTIGATIONS SEEM TO HAVE STOOD STILL.

The dam was not dragged about a week after the drowning the boat was towed to the top. Aaron's family buried him at a sad family funeral, but Kinross Non-Whites certainly don't feel this should be the end of the matter.

The next step, they are saying, is to file a proper force in the case. BUT WHEN WILL THEY ACT?

(Continued from page 1)

There is no need for doubt or despondency. There are most encouraging developments that point to the nearness of Africa's re-birth. Each Africa Day anniversary brings us nearer to this coveted goal—Africa's full emancipation.

Encouraging Signs

What are these encouraging signs? Since our first Africa Day, in 1958, the world's conflict dominated the remaining oppression which has mounted to considerable proportions. South Africa, especially, has been the chief target of this condemnation.

But the more significant and fitting is the growing determination by our fellow Africans in the Afro-Asian countries, to back up their moral condemnation by deeds consonant with the abhorrence which the whole world feels against race discrimination and oppression. Where it is not the Government taking action, groups within the nation have seized the initiative to take action.

We deplore the inactivity of the actions of these countries and groups. Notable examples at Government level are Ghana, India and Malaya. At national group level, the Scandinavians and the Scandinavian countries are worthy of note, in connection with the boycott of South African goods.

We welcome All-African conferences such as the one recently held at Cairo. Such conferences help liberation movements in Africa to share experiences and to formulate broad plans for helping the still oppressed dominated under foreign rule.

Move For Sanctions

Now in the United Nations itself, with the Afro-Asian countries forcing the pace, there are heartening moves to have sanctions imposed against South Africa. We note with delight that countries such as Great Britain and the United States, even though hating and with much caution and reservations—are becoming active opponents and not just arm-chair critics of apartheid.

These developments challenge freedom fighters in our own country and in the other oppressed countries to redouble their efforts for their freedom.

This must be so, for in the final reckoning we, the oppressed, are the key to our emancipation. The world can do no more than assist us. It should not assist a people indifferent to their own salvation, even so long as the "wind of change" is blowing at hurricane force.

When the world is for freedom, we dare not aim for anything less. The course of humanity is: "Up from Slavery". That is why a policy like apartheid is doomed to ignominious and most disastrous failure.

It is not that we wish ill for our country. The contrary is the case. It is to aver their doom that we struggle to reform her into a non-racial democracy pledged to equality, fraternity and freedom for all regardless of race, colour or creed.

We want a South Africa and an Africa that will play a noble and constructive role in a world that is pregnant with foreboding signs of rivalry and conflict.

But most never believed our Continent can ever become embroiled in a so-called world political politics.

Defy Apartheid

When Dr. Verwoerd and those who accept his leadership stand grudgingly for our oppression, let us, and all freedom lovers, be even more granite-like for our country.

Defy Apartheid says:

FOREWARD TO A FREE AFRICA!

Nkosikelela J-AFRICA!